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The missionary archive of George Stewart McIntosh and Janet McIntosh, c. 1964-
1993, consisting of correspondence, photographs and papers relating to their work 
and lives as Christian missionaries in Peru and Bolivia, South America. A large 
proportion of the archive relates to George Stewart McIntosh’s writings on some of 
the numerous areas in which he was working, including Latin American Church 
history, cultural anthropology, missiology and Bible institutes, as well as on aspects 
of the social and political environment in South America from a Christian perspective. 
A sequential numbering system has been imposed on this collection, but otherwise it 
has been arranged and described by the depositors. The collection includes a 
biography of George Stewart McIntosh (GSM) and Janet McIntosh (JM), together 
with a detailed item level listing of the collection, both of which were prepared by the 
depositors; a printed copy of these can be found in the collection in folder 1 or at: 
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/online/cnmi/inventories/acc12903-listing.pdf 
 
 
Deposited, November 2007, by George Stewart McIntosh and Janet McIntosh 
 
 
1. Biographical notes and contents. Biographies of GSM and JM and a 

detailed item level list for the collection 
 
2. Assorted photographs, various dates, mostly annotated on the reverse 
 
3. Assorted writings, 1966-2006, including poems and short stories 
 
4. Certificates, diplomas and other official documents, 1963-1993 
 
5. Writings on cultural anthropology and Andean culture, 1970-2001, many of 

which are by GSM 
 
6. Reports of journeys by early Protestant missionaries in Peru, 1900-1980 
 
7. Fe Evangélica y Acontecer Nacional, pamphlets written by GSM on socio-

political, cultural and economic themes and Christian faith in troubled times 
in Peru, 1990-1992 

 
8. General correspondence re mission work in Peru, 1963-2000, including 

letters to prayer partners 
 
9. Macs Monthly (GSM) and Peru news (Kenneth Scott), 1976-90, being 

internal newsletters to keep members of Regions Beyond Missionary Union 
(RBMU) Peru informed on events elsewhere in Peru 

 
10. Materials on the Peru Inland Mission (Misión del Perú Interior), 1900-2007, 

collected by GSM. Further related material on the Peru Inland Mission can 
be found in the archives of the RBMU, currently at the University of 
Edinburgh 

 



11. Odd items of interest, 1964-2005, being selected memorabilia and 
ephemera collected by the McIntosh’s relating to their travels to South 
America 

 
12. Writings and materials relating to Bible institutes, seminaries and 

theological programmes, 1963-1998, some of which are by GSM 
 
13. Documents and writings relating to Latin American Church History, Part 1, 

1970-1985, many of which are by GSM 
 
14. Documents and writings relating to Latin American Church History, Part 2, 

1986-2005, many of which are by GSM 
 
15. Writings relating to missiology, 1920-1999, many of which are by GSM 
 
16. Politics, violence and terrorism in Peru, Part 1,1976-1989, being writings 

and materials on the subject, some of which are by GSM 
 
17. Politics, violence and terrorism in Peru, Part 2,1990-2003, being writings 

and materials on the subject, some of which are by GSM 
 
18. Politics, violence and terrorism in Peru, Part 3, 1990, being a collection of 

photocopied articles on the subject, donated to GSM by Dr. José Ferreira, 
former Senator of the Republic of Peru 

 
19. Writings and materials on Amerindian world with focus on the 

Quechua/Quichua, Part 1, 1941-1981, some of which are by GSM 
 
20. Writings and materials on Amerindian world with focus on the 

Quechua/Quichua, Part 2, 1982-1995, some of which are by GSM 
 
21. Reports and surveys, Peru/Bolivia, Part 1, 1965-1979, many of which are 

by GSM 
 
22. Reports and surveys, Peru/Bolivia, Part 2, 1980-1996, many of which are 

by GSM 
 
23. Matters relating to Latin American Theology, 1957-2005, many of which are 

by GSM 
 
24-30. Personal letters, 1964-1993, being mostly letters written by GSM or JM to 

their parents 
 


